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Nonprofit postage rates due to climb
I

.

Recent budget deliberations in
Congress temporarily saved the
University from a substantial increase
in its postage bill. But a proposal by
the Reagan administration could add
to the cost of doing business for
nonprofit mailers like the University.
Despite an agreement not to
eliminate an $801 million postal
subsidy for nonprofit mailers from the
fiscal 1986 federal budget, the
University still faces increased cost
for its mail.
Mailing rates will rise and
University officials are waiting to see
when the change will occur and what
impact it will have. Action on the
issue awaits the return of Congress
from its August recess.
President Ronald Reagan sought to
eliminate the subsidy, while the
Senate initially budgeted $139 million
and the House put $817 million in its
budget.
Before Congress recessed, the
House approved a $922 million
subsidy for nonprofit mailers, while
the Senate Appropriations Committee
approved an $801 million subsidy.
Without any subsidy the cost to
higher education nationwide would
have been S8 million a month next
year, according to figures compiled
by the Nonprofit Mailers Federation, a
Washington-based group of more
than 600 nonprofit mailers, including
charities, libraries, publishers,
colleges and universities.
Federation president George Miller
said the administration through its
Office of Management and Budget
has submitted a legislative proposal
to put the nonprofit subsidy issue in
the hands of the•U.S. Postal Service
instead of Congress. He said doing
so would prove expensive for
nonprofit organizations, like alumni
associations and other groups that
mail material not tied to a classroom.
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Publications run risk of increased rates
Miller said organizations would have
to prove that they are eligible for low
rates.
Miller called the proposal a "back
door way of prohibiting nonprofits
from participating" in postal
subsidies.
According to James Clemens,
coordinator of the University post
office, $93,880 was spent during
fiscal 1984-85 on third class bulk
mail. Another $422,823 was spent on
metered first, third and fourth class
mailings.
Larry J. Weiss, assistant vice
president for alumni affairs, said a
"substantial budget increase" or a
parring of mailing lists would result if
mail costs rise dramatically.
"I would guess that we are the
largest bulk mailer on campus," he

said, adding that the alumni and
development office sends out about
250,000 pieces of mail per year.
The net result, Weiss said, would
be that money aimed at alumni and
development affairs would have to be
diverted to pay for postage.
"It would hurt us across the
board," Weiss said.
"We're concerned," said John W.
Martin, director of admissions. "But
we're not going to worry about it until
it happens and then we'll deal with
it."
Martin said it is important that the
University be able to continue its bulk
mailing at the lowest possible cost.
The admissions office sends
materials to parents, prospective and
current students, high schools,
libraries, colleges and universities

across the country.
The University needs to continue
reaching a large number of markets,
he said. "We need to increase
applications not decrease them."
If postal rates go up, "it's going to
make it harder," Martin said. "We
may have to change our philosophy."
"One out of every $10 that goes to
support nonprofit mail nationally
ultimately goes to higher education,"
said Miller.
"We're talking about some serious
impact on nonprofits. For many smalland medium-sized organizations, it
could mean they would cease to
exist. Many organizations get their
support through these mailings."
Miller said universities like Bowling
Green also would be hurt. "If Bowling
Green has a mailing budget o~
$200,000 to $300,000," said Miller,
using random figures, "and if rates
went to the commercial level, you're
talking about another $200,000 to
$300,000.
"That money has to come from
somewhere - programs,
scholarships, salaries," he said.
"There would have to be some
decisions made. The postal system is
vital to the existence of a university."
Miller said the postal system is the
most cost effective method of
communication for a university.
Increasing rates by eliminating or
reducing the postal subsidy "is very
serious."
At the University, publications such
as At Bowling Green, Monitor, the
graduate and undergraduate catalogs,
the guide for prospective freshmen
and various brochures dealing with
homecoming, parents day and other
alumni and fundraising events are
sent at bulk rates.
Miller explained that third class
(See Postage, page 2)

Comic book donation has pop culture smiling
It happened at ·a truck stop
somewhere between Cleveland and
Lock Haven, Pa. ~
Robert S. Bravard picked up a copy
of Fantastic Fou1 and noticed how
comic boOks had.changed since his
childhood. Until that moment in 1963,
the Ohio native had only been
purchasing comid boOks to keep his
three young sonsj quiet in the back
seat of the familj car on the long trip
to central Penns)flvania
Now, after 20 ~ars of
accumulating m~erial, Bravard has
donated his 4,00«rpiece collection to
Bowling Green's Popular Culture
Library.
!
David Martz, head, Popular Culture
Library, said the ~onation is worth
"somewhere around $15,000." Th
collection includes comic boOks, pulp
magazines and Other memorabilia.
"The very exis,ence of this
collection will tend.to attract other
collections," Martz said.
"People like Bravard want their
material saved in\an academic
setting. It gives it'·respectability. It
also alleviates their fear that an heir
or a family member will trash (the
collection)," Martz said.
Bravard agreed. "My wife has other
interests. I didn't want to have her try
to figure out what to do with it
"'I was running out room," he said,
(See Comic books, p11g9 2)

David Martz with 4,00D-plece BravartJ·donatlon, valued at $15,000

24 leave University following spring semester
A University Professor of
psychology and a Trustee Professor
of education are among 24 faculty
and administrative staff who retired
at the end of the spring semester.
Their combined service to the
University totals more than 535 years.
Those retiring on or before June 1
included:
• Robert Guion, a University
Professor of psychology who joined
the faculty in 1952. Dr. Guion chaired
the psychology department from
1966-71. A Fellow
in two divisions of
the American
Psychological
Association, Dr.
Guion served as
president of the
APA's Division of
Industrial and
Organizational
Psychology in
1972-73 and as
president of the
Robert Guion
Division of
Evaluation and Measurement in
1982-83. He has twice received the
association's James McKeen Cattell
Award for excellence in research
design, in 1965 and 1981.
Dr. Guion has edited the APA's
Journal of Psychology since 1983 and
from 1979-81 was chair of the
association's Board of Scientific
Affairs.
He was named a University
Professor in 1982.
• David G. Elsass, Trustee
Professor of education, recorded 25
years of continuous service to the
University. He joined the faculty in

1960 and a year
later was apointed
assistant to the
dean. He
subsequently was
named assistant
dean, associate
dean and, in 1971,
dean of the
College of
Education.
When he
stepped down as
David G. Elsass
dean in 1981, Or.
Elsass was designated a Trustee
Professor by the University's Board of
Trustees in recognition of his service
as an administrator.
It was largely through Dr. Elsass'
efforts that the one-room
schoolhouse, which now stands near
the Education Building, was brought
to Bowling Green. He will continue to
serve as director of the Educational
Memorabilia Center after his
retirement.
• Linda Alssen, a professor of
German and Russian, joined the
Bowling Green faculty in 1962. A
native of Lithuania, she received her
undergraduate
education at the
University of Paris
and earned
graduate degrees
.
....· -.•
_t._
at the University of
.
Nebraska and the
--~·
University of
Michigan. She also
completed postgraduate studies
at the University of
California at
Unda Alssen
Berkley and at the
University of Salzburg in Austria In

"j.~
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Savings bond campaign begins
A week-long campaign to
encourage University employees to
participate in a savings plan by
purchasing U.S. Savings Bonds gets
underway today (Aug. 26).
A letter from University treasurer
Paul A. Nusser outlining briefly the
benefits and advantages of the
savings bond program is being
included with August paychecks.
According to Payroll Office figures,
only 53 classified employees and 54
administrative staff and faculty now
participate in the program. The
classified participation accounts for
about $1,447 being withdrawn
automatically through payroll
deduction every two weeks.
Approximately $2,347 is withdrawn
monthly from faculty and
administrative staff checks..
Employees enrolled in the payroll

savings plan decide how much to set
aside from their earnings to buy
bonds.
The money used to purchase bonds
is exempted from state and local
income taxes and federal income tax
is deferred until the bonds are
cashed.
The University's bond plan is set up
with Mid-American National Bank and
Trust Co., which mails a bond to an
employee once enough money has
been saved for its purchase.
The bonds are Series EE and earn a
variable interest rate, 85 percent of
market rates, when held at least five
years. The bonds are guaranteed a
minimum return of 7.5 percent when
held at least five years. There is no
upper limit on what the bonds can

earn.

Wright State students have Bowling Green option
Students in an advanced program
In education at Wright State
University in Dayton will be able to
pursue a aoctoral degree ~t Bowling
Green through an agreement recently
adopted by" the t\.vo universities. The
agreement is effective this fall.
The new cooperative program will
allow a student with an educational
specialist degree from Wright State to
transfer a maximum of 68 quarter
hours (45 semester hours) into the
doctoral program at Bowling Green.
The student will be required to
complete a minimum of 45 additional
semester hours at Bowling Green to
earn a doctorate in educational
administration. A six-hour internship
is included in the 45-hour
requirement.
The educational specialist degree
is a post-master's degree program

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline to
submit material for the next issue,
Monday, Sept. 2, is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Aug. 27.
Editor. Paul E. Kostyu

and Is the most advanced education
degree offered at Wright State, where
approximately 100 students have
earned the degree in the past five
years.
The agreement should benefit both
institutions. Wright State will be able
to offer a more clearly defined
educational program and Bowling
Green will gain a source of highly
qualified students for its doctoral
program, according to College of
Education officials.

Postage
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rates for nonprofit organizations will
climb, but he is unsure if it will
happen in October this year or
January 1986.
The House bill ($922 million
subsidy) would increase the 6-cent
per piece rate to 6.7 cents, an
11.7-percent increase, on Jan. 17. The
Senate Appropriations Committee
proposal ($801 million) would mean
an 18.3 percent increase effective
Oct. 1. And a budget conference
agreement ($748 million) would
increase 1ates 23.3 percent to 7.4
cents on Oct. 1.
The last increase was in February,.
when the rate went from 5.2 cents to
6.cents - a 15.3 percent growth. ·

1979 she was elected a member of
the University of Stockholm's
(Sweden) Baltic Institute.
An expert on the Medieval German
Chronicles, Dr. Alssen is the author
of a 1964 book published in Berlin
about Ricarda Huch. She also
produced two half-hour films about
the artist M.K. Ciurlionis for WBGU·
TV. In 1962 she received a Fulbright
Scholarship to study at the University
of Michigan.
• Melvin Brodt, associate professor
in the School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, retired
after 25 years of service at the
University and 35
years in the
coaching
profession.
He earned
national and
international
recognition during
his years as a
cross country and
track coach and is
a past president of
.
the U.S. Cross
Melvin Brodt
Country Coaches
Association. In 1976, he was selected
to coach the U.S. Men's Track and
Field team in international
competition against the Soviet Union
in Leningrad.
Brodt concluded his 25th season as
men's cross country coach last fall
with a dual meet record of 146-55. His
coaching tenure was the longest of
any cross country coach in the MidAmerican Conference. During his
years as men's track coach (196()..8()),
he compiled an 87-45 dual meet
record. In May 1984, he was inducted
into the Ohio Track and Field Hall of
Fame.
• Lois Cheney, a professor of
speech communication, has been
perhaps best known for the Readers
Theater productions which she has
directed. She
joined the faculty
in 1964 and from
1975-80 chaired
the undergraduate
inter-unit program
area within the
School of Speech
Communication.
Most recently, she
coordinated
i
graduate studies
-' .
within the theater
Lois Cheney
program unit of
the speech school.

She developed graduate and
undergraduate courses in Readers
Theater and oral interpretation and
last year received a series of grants
to conduct the "Pink Collar Worker"
project, an innovative series of plays
about women's careers.
Dr. Cheney has presented papers at
numerous professional conferences
and is the author of several journal
articles and one book.
• Robert K. Clark, a professor of
speech communication, retired after
22 years at Bowling Green. He is a
former chair of the radio-televisionfilm program with
the School of
Speech
Communication
and held the
positions of
production and
program manager
at WBGU-TV
during the 1960s.
In 1980, Dr.
Clark was honored
by the campus
Robert Clark
chapter of Women
in Communications as an
"Outstanding Faculty Member in
Communications." He has received
several grants for research in
broadcasting, most recently studying
the effects of television on children.
• Mickey Cochrane, associate
professor of health, physical
education and recreation, began as
an educator and coach at the
University in 1964.
He served as
coordinator of the
first aid/CPR
course and lab,
taught health
education, and,
until 1978,
coached soccer
and lacrosse.
He was
recognized
nationally for his
Mickey Cochrane coaching success
and his interest in preserving the
history of soccer. In 1978, he received
the National Soccer Coaches
Association's prestigious Honor
Award, and in 1984 the Intercollegiate
Soccer Association presented him
with the Bill Jeffrey Award for his
contributions toward the
establishment of the National Soccer
Hall of Fame. He will be working
(See Retirements, page 3)
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Comic books _F_ro_m___p_ag...e_
noting that his wife has a
1,500-volume cookbook collection.
Bravard, director of library services at
Lock Haven University, said Bowling
Green can better protect the
collection than he could. "I would
have hated to see something happen
to it. Now It's safe and useful."
Bravard, who was a former librarian
at Findlay College, admitted that
Bowling Green.wasn't his first choice
for his donation. He Initially called
his graduate school alma mater,
Syracuse University. ''They 5aid they
don't collect that kind of material and
suggested Bowling Green," he said,
noting that the University was a
logical choice because of the
national reputation of the Popular
Culture Department.
"This will help fill a number of gaps
in our collection," Martz said, adding
that about 50 percent of the donation
was material "we didn't have. And
practically all of it is in mint
condition."
Martz also said that Bravard has
indicated he intends to continue
donating material in the future.
"I'm not going to give up
collecting," Bravard said.
Martz also said a significant
portion of the donation is
underground material - comics with
explicit sex, political or protest
motifs.
"Undergrounds are expensive to
buy and difficult to buy because

they're produced in small numbers,"
Martz said. ''We suspect that all of
the underground material is new to
us. It's valuable to us in popular
culture because it reflects the
attitudes of the period."
The Bravard material dates back to
1889 and runs through the present.
There' are earty ~D eomics as well as
pulp'il\agazines, newsletters, political
leaflets and calendars.
Bravard said he is fascinated.with
the change in comic books over.the
years. He said stories have gotten
more complex and the artistry has
improved greatly. Underground
comics, which were more prevelant in
the 1960s and early 70s than they are
today, reflect the anti-establishment
attitude of the period, he said. They
dealt with issues of sex and drugs
and were often a release of
frustration for artists who felt
cramped by the strict standards of
the period.
Today's comic books, Bravard said,
"reflect the strong influence of
television - good or bad."
Martz said the library staff is in the
process of cataloging the material so
it can be available to the public.
As he looked over the shelves and
shelves of comic books, Martz picked
up a copy of The Island of Dr.
Moreau. He put it down and gingerly
picked up several pulp magazines
wrapped in celophane. "This is very
thorough," he said of the collection.

Retirements_F_ro_m_p_a_ge_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
closely with the facility in Oneonta,
N.Y., during his retirement.

economics
department until
1973.
•Thomas G. Davenport, an
Dr. Halstead is
associate
active
in state and
professor in the
national
School of Art,
professional
joined the Bowling
organizations
c1.nd
Green faculty in
in
1972
received
1969 after 25 years
the Distinguished
in various
Purdue Alumni
commerical
Georgia
Award from the
advertising and art
Halstead
School of Home
positions.
Economics
at
Purdue
University.
A graphic
I .I ,, >
E.
Hayden,
professor of
•
Charles
designer, he has
Thomas
educational
foundations
and inquiry,
won numerous
retired
after 20
Davenport
awards for his
years.
His
first
work and has co-edited two books. He
position
was
as a
has designed 16 book covers for
faculty
member
William C. Brown Publishers and in
and counselor in
1973 won the Chicago Book Clinic
the University's
Award for Cover Design. A patent is
Center.
Counseling
pending on a six-sided board game
coordinated
He
which he also designed.
the guidance and
• Millicent S. de Oliveira, assistant
counseling
professor of home
program in the
economics, has
College of
Charles Hayden
Education from
been a member of
the faculty the
1966-75 and served as a consultant to
past 15 years,
many school districts establishing
teaching courses
counseling programs.
in foods, nutrition
Dr. Hayden is past president of the
and dietetics. She
Ohio Association for Counseling
"!'' ,
also has served as Education and Supervision.
!
·~ r
director of the
• Bette J. Logsdon, professor of
/.
·.•··
dietetics
program
health,
physical education and
.
• • J;
in
the
College
of
recreation,
has coordinated the
Millicent
Health and
elementary
physical education
de Oliveira
Community
program at the
Services.
University during
Prior to joining the faculty she
her 15 years on
taught English as a foreign language
the faculty. She is
and medical English at the Institute
nationally
Brazil-Estados Unidos in Rio de
recognized as one
Janeiro for nearly 20 years and then
of the founders of
worked as a therapeutic and
the progressive
administrative dietitian at the
educational
University Hospital of Cleveland.
approach in
'
elementary
• Mearl A. Guthrie chaired the
d' · I "
physical education
department of business education in
Bette Logsdon
and is the
the College of
principal author of the first text based
Business
on this aproach, Physical Education
\
Administration
for Children: A Focus on the Teaching
'
from 1957 until his Process, published in 1977.
retirement. The
Dr. Logdson also is the founder and
department grew
director of the National Institute of
from three faculty
Physical Education for Children,
members to 14
which is based at the University. In
during his tenure
1980, she was selected to serve a sixas chair.
year term in the Danforth Associate
Dr. Guthrie has
Program, which encourages effective
been active in the
teaching in the campus community.
.
Toledo chapter of
•Dwight Miller, professor of special
Mearl Guthne
the Administrative
education, joined
Management Society for 29 years,
the faculty in 1965
serving as its president and receiving
when special
its Merit and Diamond Merit awards.
education was a
He has held offices in national and
relatively new
state professional organizations,
discipline. He
served on the first state committee
served as the
for Consumer Economic Education
department's first
and chaired the division of business
chair from 1973-75
administration at the College of the
and repeated as
~-'\'.K
Virgin Islands, helping to establish its
J
chair in 1977-78. A
program in business administration.
past president of
Dwight Miller
He is the author of more than 60
the Mental
professional articles and has been a
Retardation Division of the National
consultant to a number cit businesses Council for Exceptional Children, he
and organizations. Dr. Guthrie also
has provided leadership for several
served as commencement marshal for community organ~tlons, including
the University during most of his
the Wood County Board of Mental
years on the faculty.
Retar~ation, which he chaired for
more
than 10 years.
• Carl D. Hall, a professor of art in
•
Ralph
Nelson, an assistant
the design division
professor
of
technology, taught
of the School of
architectural
Art, taught product
design
and
"-and environmental
drawing
and
design during his
mechanical
and
28 years on the
machine
drawing
faculty.
in the School of
He has served
Technology
for 25
as a designer or
years.
He
was
a
design consultant
co-trustee
of
to numerous area
Epsilon Pi Tau
firms and has
earl Hall
technology
been president of
honorary from
several civic and social organizations.
Ralph Nelson
1965-80 and served
on numerous committees and the
• Georgia Halstead, a professor of
home economics, joined the faculty in Faculty Senate during his years on
1959 as chair of the department and
the faculty.
head of the home economics
He was also a member of the state
Department of Public Instruction
education program. She held similar
positions at Miami University and at
committee that drafted a curriculum
guide for secondary schools.
Winthrop College In South Carolina.
• Otto Ocvirk, a professor in the
She ch~ir~ .Bowling ~r~en's _home
j~--

I:·
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School of Art who joined the faculty
35 years ago, has taught a full array
of art courses, ranging from art
fundamentals to
watercolors,
sculpture, lettering
and prints. He
taught at the
graduate and
undergraduate
levels and
developed courses
in two-dimensional
1
and threedimensi?nal
' Ott0 Ocvirk
foundations. He
developed and directed from 1951-69
an art fundamentals program and
initiated and produced 15 television
programs for art fundamentals.
A textbook which he co-authored
with four other art faculty is now in
its fifth edition.
Ocvirk has received numerous
awards in art shows throughout the
country for his prints, paintings and
sculptures.

Ministry of Education in Sri Lanka. He
is author of the test Applying
Statistical Concepts, published in
1978 and released in its second
edition in 1981.
• Dzidra Shllaku, an associate
professor of German and Russian,
taught German language and culture,
Russian language and culture and
comparative and historical linguistics
since joining the faculty in 1959. She
served a term as acting chair of the
department of German and Russian
and also has directed Bowling
Green's exchange program with the
University of Salzburg, Austria.
• Harold E. Smith, associate vice
president of operations, retired in
May after 11 years at the University.
He came to Bowling Green as
assistant
controller for
systems and
procedures in 1970
and held that post
until 1975 when he
was named
• Victor E. Repp, a professor of
assistant vice
technology, retired after 25 years on
president for
the faculty of the
operations. From
College of
/
June-September
Technology, which
1974, he also
Harold Smith
was a department
served as acting
of industrial arts
director of computational services.
,,.,,.._,,..."-.
and engineering
Prior to joining the Bowling Green
drawing when he
staff, Smith was an accountant and
came to the
systems analyst at Marathon Oil Co.
University. He is a
He has been active in various
specialist in
professional organizations and served
,) .
metalworking
on numerous committees, including
Victor Repp
technology,
the University Task Force on
particularly
Computing and a committee which
machine tool technology, and has
developed a code of standards and
written two textbooks with
responsibilities for administrators.
accompanying workbooks about that
• Ivan Trusler, director of choral
field.
activities and a professor of music
A member of numerous
education in the College of Musical
professional organizations, he
Arts, came to Bowling Green from the
received the Outstanding Faculty
University of
Adviser award in 1980 and 1984 for
Delaware in 1966.
his work with the Society of
At Bowling
Manufacturing Engineers. In 1976, he
Green, Dr. Trusler
received a Laureate Citation from
taught and
Epsilon Pi Tau technology honorary
researched in the
fraternity.
areas of choral
• Armin (Pete) Riesen, an instructor
conducting an_d
in the School of Health, Physical
methods, choral
Education and Recreation, came to
organization and
Bowling Green in
techniques, choral
1976 as an
and instrumental
Ivan Trusler
assistant football
performance,
coach following an liturgical Latin and English diction for
-~ -~ }
impressive record
singers and choruses. He also has
'"
in the high school
been involved in numerous opera and
_ _, ·~
and collegiate
musical theater productions.
·
ranks. From
The author of Functional Lessons
in Singing, a Prentice-Hall text soon
to be released in its third edition, Dr.
Trusler has been a guest conductor
for choruses throughout the United
Arm1·n Riesen
high schools. As
head coach at
States. He has written and arranged
Heidelberg College, his teams set a
more than 200 pieces of music, which
record 18 consecutive football
have been printed by 12 publish~s.
victories. His 1972 squad was
He is the author of Anthems for the
undefeated and he was named Coach Church Year, vols. I and II, and The
of the Year in the Ohio Athletic
Ivan Trusler SAB Chorister, published
Conference.
by Warner Brothers.
A year after joining the University
• Fred Williams, professor of
staff, Riesen was appointed head
educational curriculum and
wrestling coach. In 1982, he was
instruction, retired after 26 years at
named the Mid-American Conference
Bowling Green. He joined the faculty
Coach of the Year.
in 1959 as
• George Seifert, professor of
instructor and
educational foundations and inquiry,
director of audiowas a member of the faculty 18 years,
visual services and
teaching courses in tests,
in 1965 became a
measurements and
full-time faculty
statistics in
member in the
education. In 1975
department of
he was selected to
library and
serve on the
educational media,
Committee of
serving as chair
Examiners for the
from 1974-79.
Fred Williams
Dr. Williams has
Education Test of
the Graduate
been active in professional
i
Record
organizations at the state, regional
Examinations and
and national levels, receiving in 1979
for the next eight
the Edgar Dale Award from the
George Seifert
years he
Association for Educational
contributed and reviewed questions
Communications and Technology.
for the GAE. He also contributed
The award was given in recognition of
questions and served as a consultant
his service to the Educational Media
to the Educational Testing Service.
Council of Ohio, the Ohio Association
During the 1977-78 academic year,
of School Librarians and the Ohio
Library Media Association, which was
Dr. Seifert was a Fulbright Scholar,
consulting in the areas of testing
formed th"rough the merger of the
instruments and procedures for the
previous two groups.
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24 leave University following spring semester
A University Professor of
psychology and a Trustee Professor
of education are among 24 faculty
and administrative staff who retired
at the end of the spring semester.
Their combined service to the
University totals more than 535 years.
Those retiring on or before June 1
included:
• Robert Guion, a University
Professor of psychology who joined
the faculty in 1952. Dr. Guion chaired
the psychology department from
1966-71. A Fellow
in two divisions of
the American
Psychological
Association, Dr.
Guion served as
president of the
APA's Division of
Industrial and
Organizational
Psychology in
1972-73 and as
president of the
Robert Guion
Division of
Evaluation and Measurement in
1982-83. He has twice received the
association's James McKeen Cattell
Award for excellence in research
design, in 1965 and 1981.
Dr. Guion has edited the APA's
Journal of Psychology since 1983 and
from 1979-81 was chair of the
association's Board of Scientific
Affairs.
He was named a University
Professor in 1982.
• David G. Elsass, Trustee
Professor of education, recorded 25
years of continuous service to the
University. He joined the faculty in

1960 and a year
later was apointed
assistant to the
dean. He
subsequently was
named assistant
dean, associate
dean and, in 1971,
dean of the
College of
Education.
When he
stepped down as
David G. Elsass
dean in 1981, Or.
Elsass was designated a Trustee
Professor by the University's Board of
Trustees in recognition of his service
as an administrator.
It was largely through Dr. Elsass'
efforts that the one-room
schoolhouse, which now stands near
the Education Building, was brought
to Bowling Green. He will continue to
serve as director of the Educational
Memorabilia Center after his
retirement.
• Linda Alssen, a professor of
German and Russian, joined the
Bowling Green faculty in 1962. A
native of Lithuania, she received her
undergraduate
education at the
University of Paris
and earned
graduate degrees
.
....· -.•
_t._
at the University of
.
Nebraska and the
--~·
University of
Michigan. She also
completed postgraduate studies
at the University of
California at
Unda Alssen
Berkley and at the
University of Salzburg in Austria In
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Savings bond campaign begins
A week-long campaign to
encourage University employees to
participate in a savings plan by
purchasing U.S. Savings Bonds gets
underway today (Aug. 26).
A letter from University treasurer
Paul A. Nusser outlining briefly the
benefits and advantages of the
savings bond program is being
included with August paychecks.
According to Payroll Office figures,
only 53 classified employees and 54
administrative staff and faculty now
participate in the program. The
classified participation accounts for
about $1,447 being withdrawn
automatically through payroll
deduction every two weeks.
Approximately $2,347 is withdrawn
monthly from faculty and
administrative staff checks..
Employees enrolled in the payroll

savings plan decide how much to set
aside from their earnings to buy
bonds.
The money used to purchase bonds
is exempted from state and local
income taxes and federal income tax
is deferred until the bonds are
cashed.
The University's bond plan is set up
with Mid-American National Bank and
Trust Co., which mails a bond to an
employee once enough money has
been saved for its purchase.
The bonds are Series EE and earn a
variable interest rate, 85 percent of
market rates, when held at least five
years. The bonds are guaranteed a
minimum return of 7.5 percent when
held at least five years. There is no
upper limit on what the bonds can

earn.

Wright State students have Bowling Green option
Students in an advanced program
In education at Wright State
University in Dayton will be able to
pursue a aoctoral degree ~t Bowling
Green through an agreement recently
adopted by" the t\.vo universities. The
agreement is effective this fall.
The new cooperative program will
allow a student with an educational
specialist degree from Wright State to
transfer a maximum of 68 quarter
hours (45 semester hours) into the
doctoral program at Bowling Green.
The student will be required to
complete a minimum of 45 additional
semester hours at Bowling Green to
earn a doctorate in educational
administration. A six-hour internship
is included in the 45-hour
requirement.
The educational specialist degree
is a post-master's degree program

Monitor
Monitor is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline to
submit material for the next issue,
Monday, Sept. 2, is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Aug. 27.
Editor. Paul E. Kostyu

and Is the most advanced education
degree offered at Wright State, where
approximately 100 students have
earned the degree in the past five
years.
The agreement should benefit both
institutions. Wright State will be able
to offer a more clearly defined
educational program and Bowling
Green will gain a source of highly
qualified students for its doctoral
program, according to College of
Education officials.

Postage

From page 1

rates for nonprofit organizations will
climb, but he is unsure if it will
happen in October this year or
January 1986.
The House bill ($922 million
subsidy) would increase the 6-cent
per piece rate to 6.7 cents, an
11.7-percent increase, on Jan. 17. The
Senate Appropriations Committee
proposal ($801 million) would mean
an 18.3 percent increase effective
Oct. 1. And a budget conference
agreement ($748 million) would
increase 1ates 23.3 percent to 7.4
cents on Oct. 1.
The last increase was in February,.
when the rate went from 5.2 cents to
6.cents - a 15.3 percent growth. ·

1979 she was elected a member of
the University of Stockholm's
(Sweden) Baltic Institute.
An expert on the Medieval German
Chronicles, Dr. Alssen is the author
of a 1964 book published in Berlin
about Ricarda Huch. She also
produced two half-hour films about
the artist M.K. Ciurlionis for WBGU·
TV. In 1962 she received a Fulbright
Scholarship to study at the University
of Michigan.
• Melvin Brodt, associate professor
in the School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, retired
after 25 years of service at the
University and 35
years in the
coaching
profession.
He earned
national and
international
recognition during
his years as a
cross country and
track coach and is
a past president of
.
the U.S. Cross
Melvin Brodt
Country Coaches
Association. In 1976, he was selected
to coach the U.S. Men's Track and
Field team in international
competition against the Soviet Union
in Leningrad.
Brodt concluded his 25th season as
men's cross country coach last fall
with a dual meet record of 146-55. His
coaching tenure was the longest of
any cross country coach in the MidAmerican Conference. During his
years as men's track coach (196()..8()),
he compiled an 87-45 dual meet
record. In May 1984, he was inducted
into the Ohio Track and Field Hall of
Fame.
• Lois Cheney, a professor of
speech communication, has been
perhaps best known for the Readers
Theater productions which she has
directed. She
joined the faculty
in 1964 and from
1975-80 chaired
the undergraduate
inter-unit program
area within the
School of Speech
Communication.
Most recently, she
coordinated
i
graduate studies
-' .
within the theater
Lois Cheney
program unit of
the speech school.

She developed graduate and
undergraduate courses in Readers
Theater and oral interpretation and
last year received a series of grants
to conduct the "Pink Collar Worker"
project, an innovative series of plays
about women's careers.
Dr. Cheney has presented papers at
numerous professional conferences
and is the author of several journal
articles and one book.
• Robert K. Clark, a professor of
speech communication, retired after
22 years at Bowling Green. He is a
former chair of the radio-televisionfilm program with
the School of
Speech
Communication
and held the
positions of
production and
program manager
at WBGU-TV
during the 1960s.
In 1980, Dr.
Clark was honored
by the campus
Robert Clark
chapter of Women
in Communications as an
"Outstanding Faculty Member in
Communications." He has received
several grants for research in
broadcasting, most recently studying
the effects of television on children.
• Mickey Cochrane, associate
professor of health, physical
education and recreation, began as
an educator and coach at the
University in 1964.
He served as
coordinator of the
first aid/CPR
course and lab,
taught health
education, and,
until 1978,
coached soccer
and lacrosse.
He was
recognized
nationally for his
Mickey Cochrane coaching success
and his interest in preserving the
history of soccer. In 1978, he received
the National Soccer Coaches
Association's prestigious Honor
Award, and in 1984 the Intercollegiate
Soccer Association presented him
with the Bill Jeffrey Award for his
contributions toward the
establishment of the National Soccer
Hall of Fame. He will be working
(See Retirements, page 3)

1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Comic books _F_ro_m___p_ag...e_
noting that his wife has a
1,500-volume cookbook collection.
Bravard, director of library services at
Lock Haven University, said Bowling
Green can better protect the
collection than he could. "I would
have hated to see something happen
to it. Now It's safe and useful."
Bravard, who was a former librarian
at Findlay College, admitted that
Bowling Green.wasn't his first choice
for his donation. He Initially called
his graduate school alma mater,
Syracuse University. ''They 5aid they
don't collect that kind of material and
suggested Bowling Green," he said,
noting that the University was a
logical choice because of the
national reputation of the Popular
Culture Department.
"This will help fill a number of gaps
in our collection," Martz said, adding
that about 50 percent of the donation
was material "we didn't have. And
practically all of it is in mint
condition."
Martz also said that Bravard has
indicated he intends to continue
donating material in the future.
"I'm not going to give up
collecting," Bravard said.
Martz also said a significant
portion of the donation is
underground material - comics with
explicit sex, political or protest
motifs.
"Undergrounds are expensive to
buy and difficult to buy because

they're produced in small numbers,"
Martz said. ''We suspect that all of
the underground material is new to
us. It's valuable to us in popular
culture because it reflects the
attitudes of the period."
The Bravard material dates back to
1889 and runs through the present.
There' are earty ~D eomics as well as
pulp'il\agazines, newsletters, political
leaflets and calendars.
Bravard said he is fascinated.with
the change in comic books over.the
years. He said stories have gotten
more complex and the artistry has
improved greatly. Underground
comics, which were more prevelant in
the 1960s and early 70s than they are
today, reflect the anti-establishment
attitude of the period, he said. They
dealt with issues of sex and drugs
and were often a release of
frustration for artists who felt
cramped by the strict standards of
the period.
Today's comic books, Bravard said,
"reflect the strong influence of
television - good or bad."
Martz said the library staff is in the
process of cataloging the material so
it can be available to the public.
As he looked over the shelves and
shelves of comic books, Martz picked
up a copy of The Island of Dr.
Moreau. He put it down and gingerly
picked up several pulp magazines
wrapped in celophane. "This is very
thorough," he said of the collection.

Retirements_F_ro_m_p_a_ge_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
closely with the facility in Oneonta,
N.Y., during his retirement.

economics
department until
1973.
•Thomas G. Davenport, an
Dr. Halstead is
associate
active
in state and
professor in the
national
School of Art,
professional
joined the Bowling
organizations
c1.nd
Green faculty in
in
1972
received
1969 after 25 years
the Distinguished
in various
Purdue Alumni
commerical
Georgia
Award from the
advertising and art
Halstead
School of Home
positions.
Economics
at
Purdue
University.
A graphic
I .I ,, >
E.
Hayden,
professor of
•
Charles
designer, he has
Thomas
educational
foundations
and inquiry,
won numerous
retired
after 20
Davenport
awards for his
years.
His
first
work and has co-edited two books. He
position
was
as a
has designed 16 book covers for
faculty
member
William C. Brown Publishers and in
and counselor in
1973 won the Chicago Book Clinic
the University's
Award for Cover Design. A patent is
Center.
Counseling
pending on a six-sided board game
coordinated
He
which he also designed.
the guidance and
• Millicent S. de Oliveira, assistant
counseling
professor of home
program in the
economics, has
College of
Charles Hayden
Education from
been a member of
the faculty the
1966-75 and served as a consultant to
past 15 years,
many school districts establishing
teaching courses
counseling programs.
in foods, nutrition
Dr. Hayden is past president of the
and dietetics. She
Ohio Association for Counseling
"!'' ,
also has served as Education and Supervision.
!
·~ r
director of the
• Bette J. Logsdon, professor of
/.
·.•··
dietetics
program
health,
physical education and
.
• • J;
in
the
College
of
recreation,
has coordinated the
Millicent
Health and
elementary
physical education
de Oliveira
Community
program at the
Services.
University during
Prior to joining the faculty she
her 15 years on
taught English as a foreign language
the faculty. She is
and medical English at the Institute
nationally
Brazil-Estados Unidos in Rio de
recognized as one
Janeiro for nearly 20 years and then
of the founders of
worked as a therapeutic and
the progressive
administrative dietitian at the
educational
University Hospital of Cleveland.
approach in
'
elementary
• Mearl A. Guthrie chaired the
d' · I "
physical education
department of business education in
Bette Logsdon
and is the
the College of
principal author of the first text based
Business
on this aproach, Physical Education
\
Administration
for Children: A Focus on the Teaching
'
from 1957 until his Process, published in 1977.
retirement. The
Dr. Logdson also is the founder and
department grew
director of the National Institute of
from three faculty
Physical Education for Children,
members to 14
which is based at the University. In
during his tenure
1980, she was selected to serve a sixas chair.
year term in the Danforth Associate
Dr. Guthrie has
Program, which encourages effective
been active in the
teaching in the campus community.
.
Toledo chapter of
•Dwight Miller, professor of special
Mearl Guthne
the Administrative
education, joined
Management Society for 29 years,
the faculty in 1965
serving as its president and receiving
when special
its Merit and Diamond Merit awards.
education was a
He has held offices in national and
relatively new
state professional organizations,
discipline. He
served on the first state committee
served as the
for Consumer Economic Education
department's first
and chaired the division of business
chair from 1973-75
administration at the College of the
and repeated as
~-'\'.K
Virgin Islands, helping to establish its
J
chair in 1977-78. A
program in business administration.
past president of
Dwight Miller
He is the author of more than 60
the Mental
professional articles and has been a
Retardation Division of the National
consultant to a number cit businesses Council for Exceptional Children, he
and organizations. Dr. Guthrie also
has provided leadership for several
served as commencement marshal for community organ~tlons, including
the University during most of his
the Wood County Board of Mental
years on the faculty.
Retar~ation, which he chaired for
more
than 10 years.
• Carl D. Hall, a professor of art in
•
Ralph
Nelson, an assistant
the design division
professor
of
technology, taught
of the School of
architectural
Art, taught product
design
and
"-and environmental
drawing
and
design during his
mechanical
and
28 years on the
machine
drawing
faculty.
in the School of
He has served
Technology
for 25
as a designer or
years.
He
was
a
design consultant
co-trustee
of
to numerous area
Epsilon Pi Tau
firms and has
earl Hall
technology
been president of
honorary from
several civic and social organizations.
Ralph Nelson
1965-80 and served
on numerous committees and the
• Georgia Halstead, a professor of
home economics, joined the faculty in Faculty Senate during his years on
1959 as chair of the department and
the faculty.
head of the home economics
He was also a member of the state
Department of Public Instruction
education program. She held similar
positions at Miami University and at
committee that drafted a curriculum
guide for secondary schools.
Winthrop College In South Carolina.
• Otto Ocvirk, a professor in the
She ch~ir~ .Bowling ~r~en's _home
j~--
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School of Art who joined the faculty
35 years ago, has taught a full array
of art courses, ranging from art
fundamentals to
watercolors,
sculpture, lettering
and prints. He
taught at the
graduate and
undergraduate
levels and
developed courses
in two-dimensional
1
and threedimensi?nal
' Ott0 Ocvirk
foundations. He
developed and directed from 1951-69
an art fundamentals program and
initiated and produced 15 television
programs for art fundamentals.
A textbook which he co-authored
with four other art faculty is now in
its fifth edition.
Ocvirk has received numerous
awards in art shows throughout the
country for his prints, paintings and
sculptures.

Ministry of Education in Sri Lanka. He
is author of the test Applying
Statistical Concepts, published in
1978 and released in its second
edition in 1981.
• Dzidra Shllaku, an associate
professor of German and Russian,
taught German language and culture,
Russian language and culture and
comparative and historical linguistics
since joining the faculty in 1959. She
served a term as acting chair of the
department of German and Russian
and also has directed Bowling
Green's exchange program with the
University of Salzburg, Austria.
• Harold E. Smith, associate vice
president of operations, retired in
May after 11 years at the University.
He came to Bowling Green as
assistant
controller for
systems and
procedures in 1970
and held that post
until 1975 when he
was named
• Victor E. Repp, a professor of
assistant vice
technology, retired after 25 years on
president for
the faculty of the
operations. From
College of
/
June-September
Technology, which
1974, he also
Harold Smith
was a department
served as acting
of industrial arts
director of computational services.
,,.,,.._,,..."-.
and engineering
Prior to joining the Bowling Green
drawing when he
staff, Smith was an accountant and
came to the
systems analyst at Marathon Oil Co.
University. He is a
He has been active in various
specialist in
professional organizations and served
,) .
metalworking
on numerous committees, including
Victor Repp
technology,
the University Task Force on
particularly
Computing and a committee which
machine tool technology, and has
developed a code of standards and
written two textbooks with
responsibilities for administrators.
accompanying workbooks about that
• Ivan Trusler, director of choral
field.
activities and a professor of music
A member of numerous
education in the College of Musical
professional organizations, he
Arts, came to Bowling Green from the
received the Outstanding Faculty
University of
Adviser award in 1980 and 1984 for
Delaware in 1966.
his work with the Society of
At Bowling
Manufacturing Engineers. In 1976, he
Green, Dr. Trusler
received a Laureate Citation from
taught and
Epsilon Pi Tau technology honorary
researched in the
fraternity.
areas of choral
• Armin (Pete) Riesen, an instructor
conducting an_d
in the School of Health, Physical
methods, choral
Education and Recreation, came to
organization and
Bowling Green in
techniques, choral
1976 as an
and instrumental
Ivan Trusler
assistant football
performance,
coach following an liturgical Latin and English diction for
-~ -~ }
impressive record
singers and choruses. He also has
'"
in the high school
been involved in numerous opera and
_ _, ·~
and collegiate
musical theater productions.
·
ranks. From
The author of Functional Lessons
in Singing, a Prentice-Hall text soon
to be released in its third edition, Dr.
Trusler has been a guest conductor
for choruses throughout the United
Arm1·n Riesen
high schools. As
head coach at
States. He has written and arranged
Heidelberg College, his teams set a
more than 200 pieces of music, which
record 18 consecutive football
have been printed by 12 publish~s.
victories. His 1972 squad was
He is the author of Anthems for the
undefeated and he was named Coach Church Year, vols. I and II, and The
of the Year in the Ohio Athletic
Ivan Trusler SAB Chorister, published
Conference.
by Warner Brothers.
A year after joining the University
• Fred Williams, professor of
staff, Riesen was appointed head
educational curriculum and
wrestling coach. In 1982, he was
instruction, retired after 26 years at
named the Mid-American Conference
Bowling Green. He joined the faculty
Coach of the Year.
in 1959 as
• George Seifert, professor of
instructor and
educational foundations and inquiry,
director of audiowas a member of the faculty 18 years,
visual services and
teaching courses in tests,
in 1965 became a
measurements and
full-time faculty
statistics in
member in the
education. In 1975
department of
he was selected to
library and
serve on the
educational media,
Committee of
serving as chair
Examiners for the
from 1974-79.
Fred Williams
Dr. Williams has
Education Test of
the Graduate
been active in professional
i
Record
organizations at the state, regional
Examinations and
and national levels, receiving in 1979
for the next eight
the Edgar Dale Award from the
George Seifert
years he
Association for Educational
contributed and reviewed questions
Communications and Technology.
for the GAE. He also contributed
The award was given in recognition of
questions and served as a consultant
his service to the Educational Media
to the Educational Testing Service.
Council of Ohio, the Ohio Association
During the 1977-78 academic year,
of School Librarians and the Ohio
Library Media Association, which was
Dr. Seifert was a Fulbright Scholar,
consulting in the areas of testing
formed th"rough the merger of the
instruments and procedures for the
previous two groups.
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Planning ends; 7 5th
celebration begins

Photo by Clifton Boutelle

Theodore D. Wakefield of Vermilion (second from left) received ~n honorary
doctor of public service degree during commencement ceremo1!1es Aug. 17.
Wakefield was honored for his contributions to the cultural climate of nor·
thwest Ohio, including his instrumental roles in the development of ~he French
House on campus and the Fire/ands Campus in Huron. . Presui_ent Paul
Olscamp (r) presented the award and Ric~ard Ho_are, academ_1c affatrs, (I) and
Garrett Heberlein, graduate college, assisted _with th~ hooding. Nearly 1,000
students were graduated during the ceremomes, which also featured an address by Wakefield.

Classified
Employment Opportunities
The following classified staff
positions are available.
• Indicates that an internal
candidate from the department is
bidding and being considered for the
position.

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date for
Employees to Apply: 5 p.m. Monday,
Aug. 26, 1985
8-26-1

OPEN COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 6, 1985
Tree Trimmer
Pay Range 6
Plant Operations and
Maintenance

An examination will be given for this
position. Candidates will be ranked
based on test scores and experience,
and an eligible list will be
established. As other vacancies
occur, names are referred from this
list, which is good for one year.
Employees may apply and take the
examination even if currently in a
probationary period.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date for
Employees to Apply: 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 3, 1985
• Clertt 1
Pay Range 2
Cooperative Education
Temporary part-time, until
approximately May 1986
9-3-2

Clertt 1
Pay Range 2
Parking and Traffic
Nine-month, part-time
Custodlal Worker
Pay Range 2
Plant Operations and
Maintenance

9-3-4

9-3-5

9-3-6

Laboratory Animal
Technologist
Pay Range 27
Psychology Department
Secretary 1
Pay Range 26
Chemistry Department

Securlty Officer 1
Pay Range23
Parking and Traffic

Nine-month part-time

8-26-2

Cook 1
Pay Range 3
University Food Operations
Nine-month full-time

Custodial Worker
Pay Range 2
Plant Operations and
Maintenance

8-26-3 Custodial Work Supervisor
Pay Range4
thru
8-26-10 Plant Operations and
Maintenance
Eight nine-month, part-time
positions
8-26-11 • Data Systems Coordinator 1
Pay Range 29
Computer Services
8-26-12 Technical Typist
Pay Range 25
Philosophy Department
8-26-13 Typist 1
Pay Range 3
Al~mni and Development

i

Offices lclose for hoilday
University offices will be closed on
Monday, Sept. 2, for the Labor Day
holiday. There will be no classes held
that day.
Only th9se University activities
deemed essential by area supervisors
will continue that day.

More than a year of planning came
to an end today (Aug. 26).
Celebration of the 75th anniversary
of the founding of the University
officially begins.
For Larry Weiss, assistant vice
president for University relations and
director of alumni affairs, it means
the beginning of a special year in the
University's history. Weiss heads a
26-member committee that has been
working since March 1984 to develop
plans for the Bowling Green
milestone.
"We feel it is important to
commemorate and celebrate, but
we've kept things in perspective,"
Weiss said. "We didn't go overboard."
What the committee has developed
is a program that is intended to bring
together the various sections of the
University and city in a sense of
i::ommunity.
"I didn't want this to be limited to
just one part of the University," said
Weiss. "One of my goals has been to
make this part of the total University
and the total community. I didn't want
any one aspect to be excluded."
Weiss said the celebration is
intended to create a sense of
enthusiasm for the University. "We're
hoping that the spririt that is
developed will serve as a link to the
next plateau, whatever that plateau
may be," he said.
One of the goals of the committee
has been to incorporate celebration
plans into events already a part of the
University and then to add other
programs throughout the year. There
will be two major functions, one in
the fall and one in the spring, that
will highlight the celebration. The
committee has also encouraged the
University's colleges, departments,
organizations, fraternities, sororities
and students to develop their own
events, which could augment the
committee's plans.
The formal kickoff of the
celebration occurs today with the
annual address to faculty and staff by
President Paul Olscamp. But the 75th
anniversary theme has been evident
across campus for some time from
the stationery adorned with the
anniversary logo to the red and white
flowers that form the logo in front of
the Student Recreation Center. The
logo is also being used on campus
publications and is included on the
metered postage sent from the

campus post office.
The annual Parents Day
celebration, this year on Sept. 28, has
been incorporated into the
anniversary recognition. The day will
feature a reception at 9 a.m., a
football game against the University
of Akron at 1:30 p.m. and
entertainment at 8 p.m. with The
Lettermen and comedian Robert
Klein.
Homecoming on Oct. 26 will also
center on the anniversary theme. The
annual football game will pit Bowling
Green against Kent State University,
which is also celebrating its 75th
anniversary. Both universities were
chartered the same year. An
Anniversary Award will be created to
recogniLe the winner of the football
game. The trophy will be kept by the
winner each successive year, Weiss
said.
Also during Homecoming, a
champagne candlelight dance will be
held the night of Oct. 26.
Student organizations are also
planning a number of events at
Homecoming that will center on the
anniversary theme. The events
include a parade, pep rally, bon fire,
concert, 7.5-kilometer run, fireworks
show and a spirit contest against
Kent State.
The major fall event, however, will
take place on Sunday, Nov. 10, in
Anderson Arena as an academic
convocation. Three and possibly four
keynote speakers will address a
gathering of students, faculty, staff,
alumni and townspeople. Scheduled
to attend are Charles Perry, a Bowling
Green graduate and current president
of Golden Bear International, the
North Palm Beach, Fla-based
marketing organization of golfer Jack
Nicklaus; William T. Jerome Ill,
former University president, and Dr.
Olscamp. Weiss said that Gov.
Richard Celeste has also been invited
to present an address, but his
participation has not been confirmed.
Later that week on Nov. 15 will be
the annual Alumni-Faculty Day, where
alumni are invited to return to the
campus to teach. Weiss said he
hopes there will be at least 75
participants this year.
The major event for the spring will
be an arts festival, which will occur
on April 26. Weiss called the festival
a social celebration tied to crafts and
arts.
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Attorney Genef-al approves debt restructuring
A recent ruling by the state
Attorney General's office allows the
University to implement a debt
restructuring plan that could provide
an additional $3 million annually to
the academic budget in less than 20
years.
The Board of Trustees authorized
University officials in June to proceed
with the plan contingent upon a
favorable opinion from the Attorney
General. That ruling came Aug. 23.
The procedure, which is a form of
defeasance financing, involves
transferring $17 million from
residence hall debt service reserves
and renewal and replacement
(depreciation) funds into an escrow
account. The money will be invested
in U.S. Treasury securities and will be
sufficient, at the time of creation of
the account, to meet all future
principal and interest payments on
eligible outstanding residence hall
bonds.
The interest earned on the
securities that is not needed to pay
off debts will be available to form an
endowment whose money could be
used for the academic programs of
the University.
The debt restructuring will be
applied to funds in residence hall
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Factilty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
College',of Education: Dean. Contact Norma Stickler, secretary to search
.
committee, academic affairs (2·2915). Deadline: Nov. 1, 1985..
Ubrary: Coordinator of library user education. Contact chair, information
services (2·2362). Deadline: Sept. 30, 1985.
.
The following administrative staff positions are available:
Student Special Semces Academic Enhancement Mathematics specialist.
Contact Susan Caldwell, administrative staff personnel services (2-2558).
Deadline: Sept. 20, 1985.
Upward Bound: Grant assistant. Contact Caldwell (2-2558).
Deadline: Aug. 28, 1985.

'... the University has this once-in-a-lifetime
chance ta lay the foundation for future generations'
-President O/scamp

accounts, which must be maintained
separate from the educational
operating budget of the University.
Until 1982, state law prohibited the
transfer of funds from residence hall
and other auxiliary accounts to
general educational operating funds.
As a result, the residence hall
accounts had accumulated more than
enough money to cover debt service.
President Paul Olscamp credited the
foresight of past administrators, who
made sure enough money would be
on hand to pay for the residence halls
without putting a burden on other
aspects of the University.
In 1982, the General Assembly
passed legislation that suggested
that interest earned on such funds
can accrue to the benefit of an
institution's general fund.
The University's attorneys and

financial counsel immediately began
investigating ways to make the new
legislation work effectively for
Bowling Green, which traditionally
has maintained healthy residence hall
reserves because campus housing is
so popular with students.
Defeasance financing laws restrict
debt restructuring activity to those
bond issues sold before 1966. In
Bowling Green's case, this represents
a considerable amount of money
since a large portion of the
University's 1960s building boom was
financed by the sale of revenue
bonds.
Those bonds were purchased
during a time of relatively low interest
rates and have not been paid off
because it has been more financially
prudent to invest available money at
high rates.

There is about $25 million currently
in the residence hall and auxiliary
revenue debt reserve. The S8 million
not being transferred to the escrow
account will remain in the reserves to
cover repairs or renovations.
When the escrow account is
established, treasury securities will
be purchased at a discount to cover
not only the principal ($11 million) but
also all future interest ($6 million) due
on the bonds until they reach
maturity. The difference between the
discounted purchase price of the
securities and their maturing value
represents interest earnings that will
then flow into the endowment
account. The proceeds from the
endowment can be used for general
University purposes with the approval
of the Board of Trustees.
When reinvested at current market
rates, the funds in the endowment
account will produce approximately
$30 million in less than 20 years.
A $30 million accumulation
invested at 10 percent would yield
about $3 million for the University's
use.
Trustee J. Warren Hall, chair of the
board's Finance Committee, said that
(See Endowment, Page 4)

Olscamp opens academic year with optimism
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University President Paul Olscamp
delivered an optimistic outlook in his
state-of-1he-university address to
.faculty and administrative staff Aug.
26.
Dr. Olscamp reported at the annual
opening day ceremony that Bowling
Green's financial condition is sound
and enrollment is stable. Barring any
emergencies, he said the 1985-86
academic year will be similar
. financially to 1984-85. The University
will operate on an $87.1 million
budget, compared to the $79.8 million
budget from la'st year.
Also during the opening day
ceremony, Stuart R. Givens, a
professor of history and University
historian, was presented $1,000 as
the recipient of the prestigious
Distinguished Faculty Service Award.
Dr. Givens, who has been with the
University since 1952, was recognized
for his contributions to S-owling
Green.
Dr. Olscamp's optimism is due in
part to the University's ability to
maintain the number of student
applications at the same level as last

Free computer seminars offered
A series of free microcomputer
seminars will be offered during the
fall semester by University Computer
Services.
To make reservations, contact
Sharon Reuss, computer services
(2-2911). Each class is limited to 20
participants. Each seminar will be
held 8:30-11:30 a.m. in room 122 of
the library, excepted where noted.
The name and date of the courses
are:
Introduction to PC-File 3, Sept. 3;
Microcomputer concepts, Sept. 9;
Introduction to disk operating
system, Sept. 17;
Introduction to the IBM personal
editor, Sept. 23;
Advanced concepts to PC-File 3,
Sept. 26;
Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3, Oct. 1;
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Introduction to Multimate, Oct. 7;
Introduction to PC-File 3, Oct. 15
(repeat of Sept. 3 seminar);
Introduction to the Apple
Macintosh, Oct. 21, room 247, College
of Technology;
Advanced concepts to Lotus 1-2-3,
Oct. 29;
Advanced concepts to multimate,
Nov. 4; .
Advanced concepts to PC-File 3,
Nov. 12 (repeat of Sept. 26 seminar),
and
Advanced concepts to Apple
'Macintosh, Nov. 18, room 247,
College of Technology.

year.
. "Applications at some institutions,
particularly community colleges and
urban universities, have declined
dramatically," he said. "Bowling ·
Green State University has not yet
been struck by this phenomenon."
Dr. Olscamp did say, however, that
Bowling Green must be prepared for a
decrease in applications in the future.
"I expect the University to be hit by at
least a modest enrollment reduction
if not next year, then the year after."
Work will continue in 1985-86 on a
plan to increase graduate enrollments
over the next decade. Dr. Olscamp
said 50 additional graduate
assistantships were funded in the
current budget.
Though he said progress has been
made in the areaof minority affairs,
Dr. Olscamp said he was not satisfied
that enough has been done. He said
the University will continue to target
minority recruitment through several
new.programs as they become

Datebook
Monday, Aug. 26
Opening day, ceremonies and meetings
for administrative staff and faculty, 9 a.m.,
.Grand Ballroom, University Union.

Tuesday,Aug.27
Public sale of surplus furniture by
Inventory Management, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Pike
Street Warehourse.

Ylednesday,Aug.28
CIHH9 begin.

Monday, Sept. 2
Closed. The University will be closed for
the Labor Day holiday.

'·

operational over the next 12 months.
"Recruitment of more minority
students and faculty are top priorities
for the coming year," he said.
Dr. Olscamp set several goals for
the University. Among these will be
the establishment of two doctoral
department Distinguished Visiting
Professorships in the fall of 1986.
Plans are also being studied for two
additional doctoral proposals and
three new master's degrees. He said
the University is also studying the
feasibility of establishing night
degree programs in the College of
Arts and Sciences. Such a program
already exists in the College of
Business Administration.
With the University celebrating its
75th anniversary this year, Dr.
Olscamp said he will be particularly
interested in fund-raising throughout
the year. He said he wants to raise
the number of alumni givers to 11,500
in 1985-86 from the 9,756 in 1984-85.
Also on his agenda will be a salary
and benefits policy for faculty and
staff.
"These goals are within reach, I believe, but we will need a lot of help,
from outside sources and from
ourselves," he said.
Also addressing the open day
ceremony was Donald L Boren, chair
of the Faculty Senate. He urged the
faculty to take a genuine interest in
the students. "We must be excited
about our discipline and the
contributions to it through research
and other meaningful! artistic
expressions," he said. "But this is not
enough. We must also be committed
to this University and be willing to
work for its betterment."
Dr. Boreu said there is increased
emphasis on education and that the
University is in a position to improve
the quality of its programs "to an
extent that was not possible in the
past decade."
To do so, however, Dr. Boren said
the University must maintain an
atmosphere of academic freedom.
"All members of the University
community must feel free to teach, to

Stuart R. Givens
learn and to conduct inquiry."
Dr. Boren also said that Bowling
Green must guard against allocating
resources in such a way that "leads
to competition between colleges,
departments and faculty. The product
of such a system is the reduction in
the academic integrity .of the
institution."
He said the faculty must have a
"sense of financial security" and the
University must find a way to make
up for the loss of purchasing power
suffered by the faculty over the last
decade. Though he a~roved of the
recent 8 percent pay Increase ·
allocated for faculty, Dr. Boren said
future pay raises "must be
substantially above the rate of
inflation."

He said the method of distributing
pay raises will also be an issue
throughout the academic year. "I do
not know of one single issue that
would have as devastating an effect
on faculty morale than a merit policy
that is perceived by the faculty to be
unfair," he said.
"At its minimum the standard used
in determining merit pay must be
clearly delineated, the policy must
recognize the different types of
contributions made by the faculty to
the University and it must provide
against arbitrary decision."
Dr. Boren also said changes must
be made in the University's fringe
benefits in order for It to remain
competitive with other Institutions.
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